Welcome Address & Overview VVF
Prof. Bernhard Schmid, Dean of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, UZH
Prof. Jean-Marc Fritschy, Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, UZH
Dr. Jean-Charles Paterna, Manager VVF

«Viral tools to dissect neural circuit function»
Prof. Fritjof Helmchen, Co-Director of The Brain Research Institute, UZH

VVF’s services at a glance
Dr. Melanie Rauch, Scientific Assistant VVF & Dr. Jean-Charles Paterna

«A new system for engineering genetically complex tumours in mice»
Laura Brandt, Institute of Physiology, UZH

VVF’s online ordering system
Dr. Jean-Charles Paterna

«Targeted manipulation of neuronal function using Cre dependent AAVs»
Dr. Hendrik Wildner, Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, UZH

Closing remarks

Apéro